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place upon the face of our globe, I am
sometimes led to the conclusion that the
elements change as often as the inhabi-
tants that dwell upon the earth.

We see at one time, the earth shaken,
as it were, from center to circumference;
we hear the sound of bellowing earth-
quakes; we see the smoke of the tower-
ing mountains, and the yawning crater
belching forth its boiling lava; indeed ev-
ery mountain, valley and dell, the rivers,
and the ocean into which they empty
their waters, and all the elements with
which we are surrounded, exhibit one
constant scene of change, one constant
scene of variety, and one constant scene
of commotion.

We cannot say, "Man, thou art
the only changeable creature, the only
changeable substance we gaze upon."
But the ocean, and all the waters com-
municating therewith; the earth, with
its ten thousand lofty mountains, ver-
dant valleys, and extended plains; ex-
hibit to our view a variety of changes
that have been, and that we may expect
will continue to be, from this time forth.

Consequently, when we see man ex-
cited to follow any avocation in life,
whether it be for gold, silver, or other
precious ores, for which he leaves his all,
acts unwisely and inconsistently, sacri-
ficing his home, his family, and every-
thing dear and near to him, we can ex-
claim, "This wild career of man is not the
only wildness exhibited in nature."

If you refer back to the earliest
ages, and trace the history of the world,
where can you find uniformity in na-
ture's works? If you can find a unifor-
mity at any time in the earth, the sea,
the air, or in the elements, pray tell me
when it was.

Was it when our first parents were
cast out of the Garden of Eden, when
it became desecrated by sin; or when
old father Noah rode safely over the

mighty deep, protected by the arm of
Jehovah, while every other living thing
sank in the depths of a watery grave?
Was it when Abel rose up to offer in sacri-
fice the first fruits of his flock to the Most
High God, and Cain his brother rose up
and murdered, or sacrificed him for do-
ing so? Was that a day of uniformity?
Were the elements calm and composed?
Did nature exhibit a serene and smooth
surface?

You pass further down the lapse of
time, from the days of our earliest pro-
genitors, until the earth was deluged in
water, and the lofty summits were sub-
merged in the raging element. After the
waters subside, and the inhabitants of
the earth begin to increase and go forth
upon its face, you soon discover a change
in them and in the earth itself.

If you look for uniformity in man, was
it when the descendants of Noah sought
to build a great tower, that they might,
as they thought, climb up to where their
Father in Heaven lived, and thus try to
defy His power, should He again bring
a flood of water to deluge the earth?
Was that the age, when people studied to
know the purposes of a righteous God?

Pass on from that day, until you
come to the illustrious Abraham, the
father of the faithful, and ask your-
selves if his course was very uniform,
and if the course of the inhabitants of
the earth around him was very uniform,
and something to be admired. You see
him rushing forth to war. Not only did
he sally out to the field to fight with
the weapons of death in his hands, but
we might take a glance at his course in
the domestic circle. Was it uniform in
Sarah and Hagar to quarrel with each
other, and when Hagar had to be ban-
ished with her son Ishmael? Even in
the domestic circle of the great Patri-
arch, we discover nature was not uni-
form. Was it uniform when the cry of the


